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Furuete iru watashi no te ni
Hajimete kimi ga furete
Yasashii kimochi atata kasa ni
Yatto kidzuita n da

My hand is trembling
The first time I touch you
This warm, gentle feelings
Finally I realized

Tozashita mado akereba
Atarashii kaze ga fuita

If you open the closed window
A brand new breeze will blow in

Waratte naite kimi to deaete
Mieru sekai wa kagayakidashita
Himawari yureru taiyou no shita de
Kanjite ita kaze wo kimi wo

Laughing, crying, and then I meet with you
The world I see begin to shine
The sunflowers are swinging under the sun
I can feel the wind, and you

Shinjiru koto mayou koto mo
Tachidomaru koto mo zenbu
Watashi ga ima koko de ikiteru
Kotae kamo shirenai

Things that I believe, things that IÂ’m confused,
Things that are halted too, all of them
Right now, IÂ’m living here
I possibly still donÂ’t know the answer

Monokuro no mainichi ga
Irozuite yuku youni

Everyday is in black and white,
I want them to be attached with colours
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Waratte naite kimi to deaete
Mieru sekai wo kagayaki deita
Himawari yureru taiyou no shita de
Watashi no mama ashita wo utau yo

Laughing, crying, and then I meet with you

Continuing like this, the future will be bright
Sunflowers are swinging under the sun
Staying the same way as I am, tomorrow IÂ’ll surely
sing again

Kagiri aru hibi wo tomaranai jikan wo
Dore dake ai seru kana? ai seru yo ne
Kimi ga ireba hikari sae mo
Sorasanaide

Everyday is limited, time just doesnÂ’t stop
I wonder how much you love me? IÂ’m sure you do,
right?
If you are, even the light also
WonÂ’t leave my side

Waratte naite kimi to deaete
Tsuzuku mirai wa kagayaki teita
Himawari yureru taiyou no shita de
Watashi no mama ashita wo

Laughing, crying, and then I meet with you
Continuing like this, the future will be bright
Sunflowers are swinging under the sun
Staying the same way as I am, tomorrow IÂ’ll surely
sing again

Arigatou tsutaetai ima nara ieru yo
Sugoshita kisetsu mo wasure wa shinai yo
Himawari yureru taiyou no shita de
Watashi no uta kimi wo terasu yo

I want to say thank you, if I can tell you now
I will not forget the season we spent together
Sunflowers are swinging like the sun
My song will shine on you

Staying the same way as I am, and you, and youÂ…

LalalalaÂ…
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